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In this issue we focus on:
l ‘Help to Save’ pronouncements
l The Workplace Pensions’ dilemma
l Workplace Pensions reach the heartlands

The Government’s ‘Help to Save Scheme’ promotion 
It didn’t carry a ‘pension’ label and it didn’t register under any of the ISA family variations – but as a savings vehicle
for the low paid, the government’s ‘Help to Save’ scheme promises to be very attractive indeed.

Announced in this year’s Budget – and shortly to enter ‘consultation’, the government has tabled its intention to
launch a ‘Help to Save’ short-term savings scheme for ‘working, low-income savers’ of any age, under which a
huge 50% savings Bonus will be delivered after just 2 years. 

By saving the permitted maximum of £50 per month for 2 years, the promoted scheme will, after 2 years, reward
the saver with a £600, 50% Bonus - on top of the £1,200 saved. Furthermore, if the saver chooses to continue their
£50 monthly savings for a further 2 years, then another £600 Bonus will arrive! By this means it should be possible
to amass a cash fund of £3,600 over 4 years – with £1,200 of it coming from HM Government!

To qualify for this wholly taxpayer-funded largess, the saver must be ‘in work’ and in receipt of either ‘Universal
Credit’ or ‘Working Tax Credit’. No age limits will apply and no restrictions will be imposed upon how the saved
funds might be used.

Now, when thinking of the target audience for this ‘Help to Save’ scheme – and bearing in mind the conditions
and complexities of both ‘Help to Buy’ and ‘Lifetime’ ISA’s, it’s very challenging to try to imagine just how this
intended taxpayer funded and highly attractive scheme can be restricted to its target groups. The qualifying
conditions for eligible savers at commencement might be relatively straightforward – but what of the following 24
or 48 months? A saver might well be ‘low paid’ and in receipt of a ‘Benefit’ at the start – but in 2 or 4 years’ time?
Might this proposed new scheme even become a serious disincentive for the saver to become free from Welfare
dependence or pay off debt? And what about ‘Workplace Pension’ membership? The forecast investment appeal
of ‘Help to Save’ will knock Workplace Pension membership into a cocked hat!

The Workplace Pensions’ dilemma
Workplace Pensions were the Labour Government’s answer to the rapid evaporation of private sector employee
pension provision and the Government’s own planned withdrawal of further State Pension benefit accrual in S(2)P.

Starting 4 years ago with the country’s largest employers and progressing over a 6 year period to the smallest,
every UK Company is compelled to establish a Workplace Pension Scheme for its employees – and to contribute
to the pension pot of every serving member.

Government support for Workplace Pensions has been resolute in respect of the legislation – but unremarkable in
respect of expenditure. The only cost taken on by government being the continuation of current tax reliefs on
employer and employee contributions together with usual tax sheltering of invested pension funds.
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Now, whilst employer provision, maintenance and contribution to a Workplace Pension Scheme is mandatory,
employee membership is optional. Membership is conditional upon employee willingness to contribute. It therefore
carries personal member expenditure. And it’s this ‘expenditure’ which invites comparison with multiple alternative
savings vehicles. Herein lies the problem. For most, there’s only so much that can be saved out of the pay packet.
Pensions’ provision is essential but long term - and in the minds of the younger generation - comes a poor second
to more pressing short term goals. So, when the government chooses to pitch lightly subsidised long term pension
saving against heavily subsidised short term cash saving, then short term cash will win every time. 

Pity the financial adviser who, when charged with the responsibility of advising a workforce on the merits of
Workplace Pension Scheme membership, must now weigh up the pros and cons of membership, against a
growing array of taxpayer subsidised short term saving deals!

Workplace Pensions reach the heartlands
This year, Workplace Pensions reach the heartlands of UK’s smaller companies. Small businesses are the
employers of the majority of the UK’s working population. Specialist Human Resources Departments don’t exist
in this sector – neither do dedicated Systems or Software Divisions. 

The compulsory installation of an employees’ Workplace Pension Scheme is rarely completed in isolation because
it normally raises additional issues of workforce recruitment, workforce retention and a desire to overhaul out-of-
date employee pay and conditions. All this takes time, frequently begs decisions on associated company matters
and triggers changes to payroll arrangements. Advice is key – and experienced advisers can play a pivotal role
within employer/employee relationships. 

Good advice isn’t free – although for the employer, the cost is at least allowable against taxable company profit.
An unexpected easement within last month’s Budget was the tax deductibility, for the employer, of the cost of any
company funded advice to individual employees. The previously allowable per-capita limit of £150 has now been
lifted to £500, and so more realistically covers the cost, where appropriate, of proper individual employee pension
advice.

Not started your Workplace Pension Scheme yet? Then access the ‘Duties Checker’ section of The Pensions
Regulator’s website and understand what’s to be done. Next contact us – we’re here to help!
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